Scratch Lessons:

Rock Paper Scissors, Part 2
1. Open up your Rock Paper Scissors Game. Hold down
your mouse on the HUMAN sprite. Click “Duplicate”.

2. Name the sprite “COMPUTER” and click on the “Costumes” tab.
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3. Click “Edit” next to the “start” costume.

4. Click “Flip horizontally”.
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5. Repeat steps 3-4 until all 4 hand positions are facing the other direction. When you’re done, drag
the hand to the other side of the stage.

6. Click back on the “Scripts” tab. Choose the “Operators” category, Drag “pick random 1 to 10”
inside “switch to costume”.
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7. When the computer receive rock, we want it to change to a random position. Remember: cosume
2 is rock, costume 3 is paper, and costume 4 is scissors. So, we want to change “pick random 1 to
10” to “pick random 2 to 4”.

8. Now, lets program the COMPUTER sprite to switch back to the “Start” position after 2 seconds.
Click the “Control” category and drag “Wait 2 Secs” under “switch to costume pick random 2 to 4”.

9. Go to the “Looks” category and drag “switch to costume start” under “wait 2 secs.”
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10. Repeat steps 6-9 on “When I receive Paper” and “When I receive Scissors”.

11. Now, switch to the HUMAN sprite. Let’s drag the code to make sure the HUMAN switches back
to the “start” position as well. Click on the “Control” category and drag “wait 2 secs” under “switch to
costume rock”.
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12. Just like you did with the COMPUTER sprite, swtich to the “Looks” category and drag “switch to
costume start” under “wait 2 secs”.

13. Repeat. steps 11-12 on “when I receive Paper” and “when I receive scissors”.

Try it out! What is missing to make
this game more like the real thing?
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14. Return back to the HUMAN sprite. Instead of having the HUMAN and COMPUTER hand positions appear the second you click rock, paper, or scissors, let’s add the familiar “rock paper scissors”
hand motions. Start by clicking on the “Motion” category and dragging “turn 15 degrees (left)” above
“switch to costume rock”.

15. Now let’s make it turn in the opposite direction.
This time choose “turn 30 degrees (right)”

16. Finally, let’s bring the hand back to its original position by dragging “turn 15 degrees (left)”.
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17. One problem with the up and down hand motions you created are that they go too fast. Let’s
slow it down by dragging “wait .25 secs” in between each turn as shown below:

18. Finally, have the up and down hand motions repeat 4 times.
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19. Repeat the code in 14-18 on the paper and scissors of the
HUMAN sprite.

20. Now switch to the COMPUTER sprite. Drag the same up and down motion code you created for
the HUMAN onto the rock position of the COMPUTER.
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21. Repeat step 20 on the COMPUTER’s paper and scissor code blocks.

Try it out! Both hands should shake up
and down before they shoot their rock,
paper, or scissors.

Ooh...one more thing, without any help, create the code so
that both the HUMAN and COMPUTER hands start at the
“Start” position when we press the green flag.
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